Lateral and ventral views of a CT-scanned skull of an adult male African lion, and log cube root of endocranial volume regressed against log skull basal length of *P. leo*. For details see Arsznov and Sakai, pp 275–289.
Where do we come from? Is our destiny determined by the genes we inherit? Do we all see the same blue color when we look at the sky? In this book Gottfried (Jeff) Schatz, the world-renowned biochemist, gives lucid – albeit often surprising – answers to universal questions and takes the reader on a fascinating journey of discovery across the boundaries of scientific disciplines. With passion and a keen sense of wonder he draws on philosophy, cultural history and art to formulate his reflection of eloquently and poetically written essays dealing with key issues in the natural sciences. It will appeal not only to scientists, but also to all inquisitive minds, regardless of educational and professional background.
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Based on the annual Karger Workshop in Chicago in 2009, this special topical issue serves as a platform to honor Prof. Barrie Frost, who is best known for his work on the neurophysiology of visual systems. The publication includes works by researchers who have explored vision in a wide range of species and environments. In this issue the ability of salmonids to detect polarized light is discussed, as are the similarities and differences between pigeon and primate visual systems with respect to behavior and the brain. Further discussions include the constraints placed upon mammalian visual systems by their evolutionary history, the influences of ecology and phylogeny on the design of the visual system, and the visual cues used by nocturnal arthropods in navigation. Finally, Prof. Barrie Frost provides a ‘taxonomy’ of different forms of visual motion in the brain, which will help to guide future neurophysiological research on visual motion processing.
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Outstanding pictures providing precious insights into prenatal human development

Gerd Steding

The Anatomy of the Human Embryo

A Scanning Electron-Microscopic Atlas

The present anatomical atlas concentrates on the early weeks of prenatal development of the human embryo. It comprises more than 800 scanning electron-microscopic pictures of specimens of exclusively human embryos. The three-dimensional appearing illustrations show the development of the external form of the face, neck, trunk and limbs. Besides, the brain and the viscera of the head, neck, thorax, abdomen and pelvis – all dissected into layers – are represented in their position and spatial form.

The juxtaposition of pictures of temporally close developmental stages reveals the changes in the form of the organs. Photographs of the same organic system are usually shown at the same magnification. Simple outline drawings provided with the principal nomenclature facilitate the orientation within the specimens. A brief introduction to each chapter explains the most significant developmental steps depicted. This atlas is of great interest not only to anatomists, embryologists, histologists and developmental biologists, but also to biologists, biochemists and geneticists. Moreover, it serves as a valuable reference book for clinicians such as gynecologists, obstetricians, pediatric surgeons and pediatric cardiologists.
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10th International Congress of

NEUROETHOLOGY

Every two years ICN attracts researchers from all over the world to discuss the neural basis of natural behavior. Approaches and animal models are diverse, and neuroethological questions integrate various techniques, from molecular to behavioral. Sponsored by the International Society for Neuroethology.

August 5-10, 2012
University of Maryland, College Park, MD USA
www_icn2012.umd.edu

This year three satellite meetings: Electric Fish, Amphibian Neuroethology, and Robotic Electrosense

The site of the meeting is the University of Maryland, just outside of Washington DC, with easy access by Metro (subway).

Abstract submissions: March 1 to April 30, 2012
Registration starts March 1, 2012, with lowest rates available until June 30, 2012
Travel Support Available for young scientists
Both parents and offspring are susceptible to adverse environmental conditions that alter their normal brain development and adaptations during reproduction, increasing their risk of mental problems in the short and long term. Pregnancy stress and anxiety alter the cognitive performance, memory, and behavior of mothers. Resulting in suboptimal maternal hormonal signals and inadequate care, they impact directly and indirectly on the developing baby in utero and in the neonatal stage.

This special issue of Neuroendocrinology is a collection of timely review articles from experts in the field of Mental Health Programming presented at the 'Parental Brain' Conference in Edinburgh in September 2010. A variety of mental health topics ranging from the neonatal to the juvenile and parental brain are discussed in detail.

The insight provided here from in-depth research into brain mechanisms underlying altered mental health marks the recent realization that mental health is susceptible to adverse programming from an early age and that real harm can be passed on inadvertently from generation to generation. Therefore 'The Parental Brain' offers valuable reading for scientists and clinicians interested in the impact of environmental conditions on mental health and how parental health contributes to long-term mental health in offspring.
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New insights into movement control after lesions

Spinal Circuits and the Musculoskeletal System
Translation of Basic Research into the Clinic

Editor
Richard L. Segal

This special issue presents a number of basic science studies investigating the interaction of the musculoskeletal system with spinal circuits in movement control and movement dysfunction, particularly in relation to peripheral nerve injury. At the same time, the necessity to translate basic science knowledge into clinical practice is emphasized and models of such a translation are discussed. The papers included in this issue report experiments with animal models such as cats and rats and discuss possible consequences following from these findings. Firstly, it is observed how transection and surgical repair of different nerve groups affect movement control. Also, it is illustrated how the motor system is capable of preserving the trajectories during locomotion in the face of paralysis of major muscle groups. Furthermore, effects of denervation of selected ankle extensors on movement control are tested and analyzed. Finally, the dampening effect of the popliteal fat pad on locomotion is examined, with possible implications for obesity.

This special issue furthers the understanding of the locomotor system after lesions and is essential for both basic scientists and clinicians treating people with movement dysfunctions such as physiatrists, neurologists, neurosurgeons, orthopedic surgeons, physical therapists and occupational therapists.
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The rapidly expanding area of research known as neuroimmunomodulation explores the way in which the nervous system interacts with the immune system via neural, hormonal, and paracrine actions. Encompassing both basic and clinical research, Neuroimmunomodulation reports on all aspects of these interactions. Basic investigations consider all neural and humoral networks from molecular genetics through cell regulation to integrative systems of the body. The journal also aims to clarify the basic mechanisms involved in the pathogenesis of the CNS pathology in AIDS patients and in various neurodegenerative diseases. Although primarily devoted to research articles, timely reviews are published on a regular basis. To ensure high quality, all papers are reviewed by at least two referees, with every effort made to maintain a short publication time.
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A collection of extraordinary essays on key issues in the natural sciences

GOTTFRIED SCHATZ

A MATTER OF WONDER
WHAT BIOLOGY REVEALS ABOUT US, OUR WORLD, AND OUR DREAMS

Where do we come from? Is our destiny determined by the genes we inherit? Do we all see the same blue color when we look at the sky? In this book Gottfried (Jeff) Schatz, the world-renowned biochemist, gives lucid—albeit often surprising—answers to universal questions and takes the reader on a fascinating journey of discovery across the boundaries of scientific disciplines. With passion and a keen sense of wonder he draws on philosophy, cultural history and art to formulate his reflections on the mystery of life. The key to understanding life is to be found in its chemistry, and he proves that this is no dry endeavor and certainly not devoid of beauty. The result is a collection of eloquently and poetically written essays dealing with key issues in the natural sciences. It will appeal not only to scientists, but also to all inquisitive minds, regardless of educational and professional background.
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A remarkable fusion of science and humanism
Eugene P. Kennedy (Harvard University, Boston, Mass.)

“A collection of extraordinary essays, reminiscent in many ways—scope, erudition, clarity, occasional whimsicality and sasseness—of Stephen Jay Gould’s essays for Natural History”
Herbert Deinert (Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.)

Vision with an Eye to Ecology
A Tribute to Barrie Frost

21st Annual Karger Workshop, Chicago, Ill., October 16, 2009

Editors
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Based on the annual Karger Workshop in Chicago in 2009, this special topical issue serves as a platform to honor Prof. Barrie Frost, who is best known for his work on the neurophysiology of visual systems. The publication includes works by researchers who have explored vision in a wide range of species and environments. In this issue the ability of salamanders to detect polarized light is discussed, as are the similarities and differences between pigeon and primate visual systems with respect to behavior and the brain. Further discussions include the constraints placed upon mammalian visual systems by their evolutionary history, the influences of ecology and phylogeny on the design of the visual system, and the visual cues used by nocturnal arthropods in navigation. Finally, Prof. Barrie Frost provides a ‘taxonomy’ of different forms of visual motion in the brain, which will help to guide future neurophysiological research on visual motion processing.
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